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Bugging out
Library of 370,000
specimens awaits in the
"Bug Closet" -SEE NEWS,A2

UCF bids farewell to Drew Speraw,
falls short to ECU -sEESPORTS,A6

)

Hickey in final three at FAU
) J

Provost interviews for president's spot
MEGAN ANDERSON
Staff Writer

On Thursday:

SGA Senate live blog
by Ashley Camifax &
Jeffrey Riley

Can't make it out to the weekly
senate meetings? Check out our
live blog for instant updates on
the debate on the senate floor.

>,

Although Provost and
Executive Vice President
Terry Hickey will retire
from UCF in June, he is a
candidate to be the new
president
of Florida
Atlantic University.
Hickey, who announced

CAB turns the Pegasus
Ballroom into aroller
skating rink

his retirement in January,
is one of three finalists for
the position.
FAU's Web site said the
new president would be
chosen Wednesday, but
there was no announcement made by press time.
The university has been
searching for a new president since September,

according to Kristine
Gobbo, the assistant vice
president for media relations at FAU.
Of 43 candidates, Gary
Miller, the provost and
vice president of Wichita
State University, and Mary
Jane Saunders, the provost
and senior vice president
of Cleveland State Univer- ·

sity, were
also chosen
as finalists.
· Gobbo
said FAU
received
Hickey's
Hickey
application
in mid-February but was not sure
when its search firm, R.
William Funlc and Associates, received his application.

Baseball vs. North Florida
by Ryan Bass

The Knights took on the Osprey
for the first time this season on
Wednesday.

On Saturday:

KERRI ANNE RENZULLI

by Carlos Pineda

Staff Writer

The Knights face a packed
schedule offive games during
this weekend's tournament.

Baseball vs. Central
Michigan
by Jeffrey Riley

1

In the first of athree-game
weekend series, the Knights
face the Central Michigan
Chippewas.

m

Breaking
news on
your cell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.
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HELP DISPEL THE
STIGMA OF GETTING
COUNSELING
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SHAHDAI RICHARDSON
Staff Writer

Socialist philosophy rings at UCF with YCL
LORRAINE CORNILLIE

A17-year-old North Florida girl
has been charged with cyber
stalking for reportedly taking
pictures from another girl's
MySpace Web site and posting
them on a pornographic site.

www.UCFNews.com

Robberies near
Full Sail prompt
caution at UCF

UF STUDENT SHOT BY
POLICE AFTER
ALTERCATION

GIRL CHARGED WITH
PUTTING PHOTOS OF
FRIEND ON PORN SITE

Doyousupporta
switch from NIDs?
PLEASESEE

LOCAL &STATE, A2

A35-year-old University ofFlorida
doctoral student has been
hospitalized following a
confrontation with police at a
campus family housing building. He
was taken to Shands for treatment

Using student Network IDs to gain signatures to run in Student Government Association elections could become as obsolete as
dial-up Internet.
The SGA Senate has noticed a growing
trend of students not knowing their own
NIDs.
When asked for them, students will often
write their PID or a series of random numbers
on petition forms for would-be SGA candidates.
When students provide incorrect or irrelevant information on candidates' forms it renders the entire signature invalid and prevents
the Elections Committee and Student Government advisers from being able to verify the
authenticity of students who claim to be
enrolled.
"This issue was brought to my attention by
a student who kept getting unsolicited PIDs on
his form instead of NIDs," said Andrew Proia,
SGA attorney general, who wrote the opinion
about NIDs becoming obsolete. "He wanted to
know if the signatures could be counted as

•

The Office ofStudent Involvement
is hosting an event called
"Dispelling Stigmas of Counseling
Services,"where speakers will
explain the benefit and reasons
why getting help is not wrong.

•
•
••

UCF ON A3

SGA seeks signature switch

Softball hosts tourney

•

PLEASE SEE

NIDscould
be replaced ,
for elections

by Mike Clinton

Campus Activities Board brings
free food, music and a roller
rink to the Pegasus Ballroom.

,'l

Hickey has been visiting the campus since Sunday and has participated in
several open forums with
FAU faculty, staff and students, where many were
wondering why he considered applying for the position.
"What I tell people is
that I'm simply tired of
being a provost," Hickey

Contributing Writer

life after communislll
How()fJhlOn 11as changed i n ~ Iron o.tain

eounmes 20 J9illS

When Thomas Hellinger aner the 1a1 at the BBdtl fflil and lh6 end o1 communist role.
came to UCF in the fall of
Appmvectaage Approvechalge Peaplewafse
tomuttiperty
IDmadlet
olfU..undar
2009, he and his comrades
economy
system
COfflfflWlism?"
saw a need for equality on
'09
'91
'91
Woo;e Bettm
campus.
'99
- Hellinger, a senior com- EastGennany 9tY. 85% ..,.. 16% vw.,..
1ft. a,.
puter science major, formed CzechRep.
an.
an. n,r. ..,.. n,:. 45%
the Young Communist Skwalda
n,r. ..,..
70"- TIY.
League at UCF in an effort to
an, TI'K. T
35,c. 41%
Pl'.lland
66% 7n,
bring together those who sup1ft. 56% ..,..
18% 46'K. T
mr.
port socialist philosophy over Hoogary
Uooania
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7S'J. 5S1J. ....
4ft. u,r...,..
capitalism.
The UCF branch of the Russia
61% 53% ... sn. 58'J.Y
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YCL was founded in the fall of Bulgaria
16% 5n. ..,..
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tered student organization.
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wasn't any sort of socialist
organization on campus," broader base."
the teachings of Karl Marx,
Hellinger said 'We felt like it
The group's main goal is to the political theorist whose
would be a good thing to bring equality and education The Communist Manifesto, set
reach out to the student pop- to students.
ulation to kind of build a
The YCL does not support
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A late night walk or bike ride home from
night classes, or even a moment outside for a
cell phone conversation after the sun goes
down seem like harmless activities for a college student.
However, to a thief or robber, such activities mean opportunity, and according to UCF
Police and the Orange County Sheriff's
Crime Analysis Department, similar situations have led to about a dozen robberies and
attacks in the Full Sail area since Dec. 1.
Several of those attacked were Full Sail
students.
No crimes that fit that signature have happened to UCF students this year, said Cpl.
James Roop, the UCF Police special events
coordinator and former public information
officer.
However, in an e-mail alert earlier this
month. Roop warned students about the local
robberies and offered safety tips to help them
avoid becoming victims of crimes.
"Students tend to be more involved in their
personal activities than their personal safety,"
UCF Police Chief Richard Beary said. "We
need to try to continually remind [students]
of safety tips and being aware of their surroundings."
PLEASE SEE
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Here's the Buzz

CAMPUS
News and noti.ces for
the UCF community

Dispel the stigma of help
The Office of Student
Involvement is hosting an
event called "Dispelling
Stigmas of Counseling
Services," where speakers
will explain the benefits
and reasons why mental
health and other forms of
counseling are actually
beneficial to today's students.
The event is also hosted by the UCF Counseling
Center.
The event is in Sand
Key, Room 220 of the Student Union today from 11
a.IIL until noon.
Call 407-823-0401 for
more information.

The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968

March 4, 2010
Vol 42, Issue 15 • 12 Pages
Th, Centro/ F/otkkJ Furure ~ the independefi~ studentwrtnen nellS!)oper at the Univeisity of Cehtral Ronda.
Opinions In the Furl/re are those of the individual
columnist and not necessan1y those ofthe editOlial staff
or the Unive!sity administration. All content~ property
ofthe(£1ltro/FforidaFuno,and may not be reprinted in
part or in whole without pennission from thepobllshe<.

Editor-in-Chief
Jeffrey Riley x213
CFF.editor@gmailcom

News: Production Editor
Bianca Fortis x213

Know what they want to hear
Career Services is hosting an event called "Smart
Answers to Tough Questions: Advanced Interviewing."
The session will discuss how to distinguish
between what the employer is asking in an interview
and what the employer
really wants to know.
The event is located in
Ferrell Commons Room
185C and is from 3 p.m.
until 4 p.m. today.

Watch legislation in action
The Student Government Association Senate
will be holding its normally scheduled meeting on
Thursday at 7 p.IIL
The senate is the legislative body of the SGA
and allocates funds to student organizations.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines

you may have missed

University of Florida student
shot by police after altercation
GAINFSVILLE - A 35-

year-old University of
Florida doctoral student
has been hospitalized following a confrontation
with police at a campus
family housing building.
Police say Kofi AduBrempong barricaded himself inside an apartment in
the building on Tuesday
night. Two shots were fired
during the altercation,
which police say occurred
after they unsuccessfully
tried to peacefully subdue
the man.
Adu-Brempong was
taken to Shands at the University of Florida for treatment.

Teenage girl charged with
putting photos on porn site
OCALA - A 17-yearold North Florida girl has
been charged with cyber
stalking for reportedly taking pictures from another
girl's Web site and posting
them on a pornographic
site.
The Marion County
Sheriff's Office reports that
the mother of a 15-year--old
girl found out last month
that pictures had been
taken from the girl's
MySpace page and placed
on a porn site.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

News.CFF@gmail.com

News: Assignments Editor
Justine Griffin x213
• News.CFF@gmaif.com

Online News Editor
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Ashley Camifax x213

Arthropod spedmens sit filed away in drawers in UCF's Bug Closet. Faculty and volunteers have been contributing to the collection for about 20 years.

Online.CFF@gmailcom

Opinions Editor

UCF Biology department boasts one
big bug collection hel~ in a closet
GRETHA MCCANDELE
Contributing Writer

G

Jerriann Sullivan x213
Opinions.CFF@gmail.wm

Sports Editors
Ryan Bass and
William Perry x215

Formorephotos
of the Bug Closet:

Sports.CFF@gmail.wm

www.UCFNews.com

About 69,292 beetles, 17,561 flies
and 529 roaches are just a few of the on campus with the help of underspecies that call UCF's collection of graduate and graduate biology stuarthropods - known as the Bug dents as well as volunteers, FullerCloset - their home.
ton said. It expanded to specimens
Shawn Kelly, UCF graduate stu- found in Orange and Seminole
dent and manager of the Bug Clos- counties, then to the five surroundet, said that the collection's goal is ing counties.
to help people from around the
The collection also contains
world with their research and some specimens from California,
understand the species in this Mexico, Brazil and other parts of
region.
the world. However, the collection's
"Insects are so diverse," Kelly main goal is to remain regional.
The collection of specimens
said. "The collection is an important asset to understand the biodi- began when UCF was only 1,100
versity that's out there."
acres, but now UCF is the third
Grey-blue beetles as large as largest university in the country,
river rocks, dark oval beetles as Fullerton said. Many species have
MEGAN VANWAUS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
shiny as onyx stones and moths the lost their natural habitat with the The Bug Closet's extensive collection is available
color ofan egg yolk rest inside cab- continuous expansion of the uni- for perusal in an online database.
inet drawers waiting to be studied.
versity.
Stuart Fullerton, research associThirteen new species have been
Emily Sassano, who graduated
ate in charge of the arthropod col- found on campus, Fullerton said. from UCF with a bachelor of scilection, nurtures the core collection There's no way to really know how ence in molecular biology, said that
of more than 370,000 S,Pecimens many species are in danger of most people don't know that UCF
located in Room 112 on the first becoming extinct or how the has an arthropod collection.
floor of the Biological Sciences ecosystem is affected by their loss.
"'Bug Closet' - I thought, what's
"You can't keep taking bricks out that?" Sassano said. "It sounded
Building. Yet, there are many more
specimens such as ants, beetles and of a wall. Eventually the wall is interesting."
Sassano
moths waiting to be pinned, labeled going to break," Fullerton said.
The collection began in 1990, said
and identified.
she
''We [humans] are outweighed when Fullerton looked at species he learned about
by insects," Fullerton said.
' had left during his time at UCF in the collection
Arthropods are all around us 1978 and decided to do something through some
and humans owe them greatly, about it. For the first three years, he friends who volFullerton said. They help humans and some undergrad biology stu- unteered. She
by eating decayed matter, providing dents worked at his home on the soon found herhumans with food and even being collection. In 1993, Fullerton self labeling, pinfood.
received the keys for the Bug Clos- ning and identify"Insects are responsible for et from David ~ckers, who was the ing hundreds of
cleaning up the world, without chairman of the Biology depart- specimens for the collection.
them we would be covered in crap:' ment.
"It was fun," Sassano said. "I
Fullerton said. "They also have
Today, the collection can be learned I have more patience than I
more protein per mass than
found online also. A database found thought."
on the Bug Closet Web site offers
chicken."
Sassano even started her own
The collection originally
the habitat, total count, collector small collection from specimens
started with specimens found
and year of the specimens.
found near her home. She collected
The collection is open to visitors specimens such as wasps and ants.
. ''You see them and you learn
from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. and always
welcomes volunteers that can help about where you live - the diversifill more cabinets with moths, ants ty of things, the diversity of Floriand beetles.
da," Sassano said.
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High:61°
Low:39°

rain. West northwest wind around
15 mph.
Tonight: Clear into the evening.
West northwest wind around 10
mph.
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Friday

High:61°

SUNNY

Low:42°

Saturday

High:63°
Low:44°
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One free copy of the Central F/1Jrida Future
permitted per issue. If available, additional
copies maybe purchased from our office with
prior approvalfor$1each. Newspaper theft
is aaime. V"iolators may be subject to civil
and criminal prosecution and/or
University discipline.
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Check out our Classifieds,
online and in print!
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Atime to reflect and heal.
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Discussions on stress
management, exercise,
nutrition and more.
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EMRE KELLY
When a Marine Corps
recruit steps off the Blue
Bird bus in Parris Island,
S.C., they are told, "I, me, or
my, are no longer part of
your vocabulary."
As more than 40 Central Florida educators
stepped off of the same
Blue Bird, they were told
these exact words. They
stood in front of the massive silver doors i!11at display a golden eagle, globe
and anchor with a wall that
reads, "'Ihrough these portals pas~ prospects for
America's finest fighting
force:
United
States
Marines.'' 1
The /teachers were
offered ~e opportunity to
attend
a
workshop
designed to provide high

G

Formorephotos

from Parris Island:
www.UCFNews.com

school
teachers
and
administrative staff with
knowledge on the Marine
Corps' training process.
The teachers were put
under similar conditions to
what early recruits face
including a certified drill
instructor who led the
group through marching,
formation and accounting
exercises.
While Central Florida
educators were the ones
chosen to attend, the
Marine Corps kept its connections open to universities and explained some of
its involvement at UCR
"We have a great
recruiting program at UCF,
and we get lots ofgreat stu-

dents and graduates from
there," said Col Paul Timoney, the recruiting commander of the Southeastern U.S.
Timoney said Central
Florida educators, regardless of whether they teach
high school or university
classes, are the foundation
for young students to
develop their ability to
make long-term decisions.
"Educators mold young
kids to realize their potential," Timoney said. "Ifthey
see it, then they're the kids
that we're looking for.''
During the initial twohour briefing presented by
Brig. Gen. Frederick Padilla, many of what the Corps
considered to be stereotypes were discussed.
The widely held conception that the Marine
Corps relies upon power

UCF search continues
Al

replace Hickey. The
search for a new provost
said at a faculty open continues, and the search
forum on Monday. "I've committee estimates havbeen provost for 10 years. ing 20 applicants for the
... I'm tired of being a provost position.
provost, 'but I'm not
"We are right on
tired:·
schedule, and we are still
Hickey said he still aiming to present a few
aspires to work in a uni- names of candidates that
versity, just in a different we approve to the presiposition.
dent by the first week of
At the open forum, he May,"
said
Peter
said that what attracted Panousis, dean of the
him to FAU was that it is College of Sciences and
a metropolitan university chair of the search comand an institution that mittee.
has excitement and drive.
Panousis said that if
"I am interested in they came across an
being president," Hickey applicant that was willing
said. "I have lots of ener- to come out of retirement
gy, and it's just deciding if to apply for the UCF
there's a good fit between provost position, the
Terry Hickey and FAU, committee would take
anµ FAU and Terry Hick- similar steps to those of
ey.''
FAU.
But UCF is still trying
'We would do exactly
to find the right fit to what FAU is doing,"
FROM

I >,

~ij1 UNIVERSITY OF
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FOR

ST.

HEALTH

Panousis said. 'We would
ask why that person
retired and why they are
willing to come out of
retirement to apply for
this positioIL"
The search committee
has moved its next' meeting to March 31, instead
of March 29. At this meeting, they will narrow the
applicant pool to eight to
10 candidates, approve
the minutes from the last
meeting and design the
questions for the first
face-to-face interviews.
As for UCF, Grant
Heston, the assistant vice
president of UCF News
& Information, said they
wish Hickey luck in his
endeavors after he leaves
UCF.
"I think Dr. Hickey has
done a tremendous job
here at UCF, and we wish
him the best," he said.

and sheer force rather than
intelligence and strategic
concepts was his main
point of contentioIL
"I'd like to get people
away from that," Padilla
said. "Some of the smartest
and most well-educated
people I know are Marines.
These individuals have to
be highly educated and
work well under pressure,
which is what our leadership demands every single
day."
While the Corps boasts
a steady 202,000 active
Marines, the demand by
college students and high
school graduates has led to
congestion in the recruitment process. The average
wait time for recruits has
risen to roughly seven
months after signing.
Col. Mike Bowersox,
the recruiting director of
the east coast, mentioned
many ofthe difficulties facing the Corps and students,
namely the physical challenges.
He said 75 percent of 17to 21-year-olds are not
qualified to be Marines
because they are overweight.
'½.lso, tattoos are killing
us," Bowersox said. "The
recent, stricter policy
makes it more difficult to
become a Marine if you
have certain types of tattoos."
Bowersox said 70 percent of the Corps are under
25 years 9f age.
"We're a very young
force, so high school and
college grads are extremely important to us," he said.

EMRE KELLY / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Teachers from the Central Florida area were given a tour of the F/A-18 Hornet,
the multi-role fighter used by the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps.

After the briefing, the
educators had the opportunity to have lunch with
recruits from local cities
including Orlando, Tampa
and West Palm Beach.
From there, they fired
mock M-16 Al rifles in a
simulated environment,
followed by an opportunity
to fire the actual rifle with
live rounds. ·
On the third day, the
educators visited a barracks, the Corps Museum
and watched recruits as
they attempted to complete the Crucible.
The Crucible is a 54hour-long test in which
Marines face physical,
mental and operational
tests without any type of
substantial rest.
The educators also had
the opportunity to fight
martial arts instructors
with pugil sticks and the

required protective gear.
On the final day, they
had the opportunity to
watch more than 700
recruits graduate and
reunite with their families.
After
graduation,
recruits are given four
hours to spend with their
families.
"It was all much more
difficult than I thought it
was going to be," said Mary
Timm, a teacher from Tunber Creek High School
"Our drill instructor
made it extremely realistic," she said. 'Afso, the M16
had a lot more.recoil than I
imagined."
Tunm said she felt that
the Corps can really
change both high school
and college graduates.
''This is a lifelong decision and I think it would
help those that really want
it," she said.

AUGUSTINE
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Join us in beautiful St. Augustine, Florida to learn about
how o career in Physical Therapy or Oa:updtional Therapy
-could change your life.
Attend our Open House to meet with the faculty and
students of the University of St. Augustine (USA}. View
hands-on demonstrations, learn about the continuously
growing professions of Physical and Occupational
Therapy, and toke a tour of our beautiful St. Augustine, FL
campus.

1~

~

USA is a graduate institution that focuses solely on health
science education~ It is our mission to provide professional
development to health care providers through Innovative
and Individualized education. We look forward to meeting
you on campus and sharing with you all that our
university has to offer.
To RSVP, please visit us at www.usa.edu and click on the
Mfvents" tab. If you have any further questions,
please call Kelly Hart at (800} 241-1027 ext. 233.
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Central Florida teachers go to boot c-amp
Photo Editor
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www.perrysoceanedge.com

El Caribe Resort &
Conference Center
2125 S. Atlantic Avenue
Daytona Beach, FL 32118
866-663-4882
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Four options considered for SGA signatures
FROM

Al

valid with the Pills."
According to the election statutes, candidates
running for senate are
required to file a petition
with the signatures and
NIDs of 50 students
enrolled in their college or
25 signatures from students enrolled with undecided majors, if running for
an undeclared position.
Candidates running for
the presidential ticket must
file a petition form with
500 signatures.
In order for a candidate
to qualify to run, the petition form must be completed with the required number of signatures and be
proven valid with each signature containing an
accompanying
printed
name and NID.
Candidates are having
to gather more signatures
than the required number
in the hopes that by doing
so they will have secured
enough to qualify.
"Petition forms have 25
signature spots," Joshua

Miller, senate president
pro tempore, said. "Technically you should only need
to use two forms. I had to
use eight or nine for mine.
People would write their
Pills down, but those can't
be used. You would have
maybe 10 NIDs on a page
out of the 25."
Senate has recognized
the unnecessary pressure
requiring NIDs has put on
students hoping to run and
is in talks to modify the
information required in
order to prove a name's
validity as a UCF student.
'We all agree it needs to
be changed at once," Katie ·
Celano, Elections and
Appointments Committee
chair, said. 'We are collaborating on ideas to solve
this. Ideally we should
have it resolved before fall
elections."
There are four proposed courses of action.
The first is to retain the
current system of using
NIDs.
"We don't really want
this to happen," Miller said.
"Students don't know their

Student Signature

TINA RUSSELL / CENTRALFLORIDAFUTURE

Potential candidates for both the SGA Senate and presidential elections need to get a set number of signatures before they are allowed to be placed on the ballot.

NIDs. NIDs are outdated.
Students don't really need
to use them."

The second solution
would be to revert back to
using the PID number with

a disclaimer.
During the 39th student senate in 2006-2007
the senate voted to
change the forms from
requiring the PID num'ber for verification to the

1'ITD.

They did this as a preventative measure to
keep students' PID numbers, which contain
secure financial and personal information, from
being ill-used.
"Personally, I like the
PID idea," Miller said.
"Everyone knows their
PID, but there is the
problem with security."
The third proposed
solution calls for students to write their UCF
ID card number, which
runs along the bottom of
their student ID, beside
their signature.
While most students
do not have this number
memorized, like with the

NID, they should always
have· easy access to it as
students are supposed to
carry their cards with
them.
The final idea would
require students to write
the last four digits of
their PID and their birth
date to prove they were
UCF students.
"I like the last four of
the PID plus the birth
date best," Celano said.
"It's safe to give out."
Celano said teachers
post grades using the last
four digits of the PID.
"With the birth date
and the name it is impossible to forge," Celano
said. "Those three things
are something every student would know. It is
easier too then having to
stop and get out your ID
from your wallet when
you're trying to walk by,
and safer than giving out
the full PID."
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· Students feel safe at UCF despite Full Sail crime
FROM Al

.

~

that area is still a part of
their community.
"What I saw was a pattern of crime," Beary said.
"We have students that
live all over the east
Orange County area, so I
just wanted to make sure

When Beary received
information about the
Full Sail robberies and
attacks, he said he felt it
was important for UCF
students to know because

they were aware to keep
precaution to
avoid
becoming victims."
According to Roop, in
the past, the most commonly reported crime in
the UCF aommunity has
been theft and more seri-

Communist nations: Now and then
Before the fall of the Soviet Union in 1991. Communism was a
dominant force; today, only five nations remain Communist
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Communists keep name
FROM Al

•
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stitutional and suppress
students' right to inquiry.
the groundwork for The YCL is allying with
oppressive Communist other organizations to
regimes such as that of eliminate the zones.
Soviet dictator Josef StalThe group also wants
in.
to address the issue of
"I've joined YCL in programs being cut.
order to be a part of the
Last summer, the UCF
extreme left counterbal- Board of Trustees voted
ance that is often missing to phase out five profrom major college cam- grams due to the $77.2
puses," Richard Burke, a million budget cut from
junior accounting major the State Legislature. The
and treasurer of the YCL, deletions left 51 faculty
said. "YCL breaks UCF's and staff members to find
redundant middle in the new jobs before their
political spectrum."
positions are cut for good.
The group hopes to
"It was very upsetting
increase student power when [the program cuts]
on issues such as free was unilaterally decided
speech zones and pro- on by the board of
gram eliminations.
trustees with virtually no
The battle to eliminate student or faculty input,"
free speech zones began Hellinger said. 'We were
long before the YCL was very disturbed by that and
founded and has been a want to start a coalition to
constant struggle for make sure . that doesn't
organizations like the Stu- happen again."
dents for a Democratic
Taylor DeArmond, a
Society and Campus conservative freshman
Peace Action.
criminal justice major, is
The YCL and other skeptical about the organgroups argue that free ization.
speech zones are uncon"They have good goals

• Meet Faculty
• Consult with
Academic Advisors
• Discuss Financial Aid
• Learn more about
Bachelor's and
Master's Degree ·
Programs
• Enjoy Refreshments
• Win Door Prizes

for the UCF student
body," he said. "It's just
hard to join a cause that is
represented by something
so controversial."
Soon after the group
began to meet regularly,
members of the YCL
became concerned that
the word "communist"
would project a negative
image and considered
changing their name to
the Young Workers'
League.
However, Hellinger
said that a name like the
Young
Communist
League is more straightforward with the group's
goals.
"It gives us the opportunity to provoke people
into coming and basically
telling them what we
actually are," Hellinger
said.
The YCL has three
officers and 40 members.
Hellinger and other
members of the YCL table
in front of the Student
Union on Mondays and
Wednesdays from 11 a.m.
to 1:30p.m.

ous forms of it such as
burglary.
UCF Police's 2009-10
Annual Report & Safety
Guide states that in 2008,
there were 75 reports of
robbery, burglary and
motor vehicle theft on the
main campus combined.
The least of the reports
were robberies, and the
majority - 41 - were
motor vehicle thefts.
Roop said students end
up becoming victims in
several ways, such as not
being aware of their surroundings.
Students often distract
themselves by listening to
their iPods and talking on
their phones, he said.
Students should not
only be aware of what is
going on around them,
but should also avoid
leaving belongings unattended, Roop said.
Students
shouldn't
walk around with their
valuable property in plain
sight.
Doing so could attract
robbers.
Being out alone late at
night is another thing that
can put students in danger, Roop said.
Because of the late
night and early morning
classes that Full Sail students are required to take,
it is difficult for them to
avoid being out late at
night,
said
Francis
Thomas, a Full Sail graphic design student who is
among the robbery victims.
Thomas was robbed
on Dec. 16 between the
corridors of two buildings
in the University Walk
Apartments complex.
He said he was walking
home from a class that
usually ends around 1 a.m.
but let out early around
9:50 p.m. that day.
He said he heard footsteps behind him while
walking to his apartment.
"I just assumed it was a
friend of mine and so I
turned around, and as
soon as I turned I got
tackled,'' he said.
.
According to
the ·
Orange County Sheriff
report, a man wearing a
black hooded sweatshirt
and black pants tackled
Thomas and began to
kick and punch him.
Thomas said a second
suspect hit.him and tried
to take his bag.

He was not sure if the
men had weapons on
them, so he did what he
could to avoid finding
out.
"I was trying to decide
whether to fight back,"
Thomas said. "I wanted to
make sure I didn't get
seriously hurt, so I just
curled up in a little ball
and protected my head. I
knew exactly what they
were after because they
didn't ask me for money
or anything. The one guy
just went straight for the
backpack."
He said the men
removed his backpack
and ran away with his cell
phone, his laptop and
some headphones.
Thomas was supposed
to graduate in January, but
now he must wait until
May because of having to
recreate his graduation
portfolio that was saved
on his stolen laptop.
"It took a day to sink in
that it wasn't just the laptop that got stolen, it was
the work and the time I
put into the things I was
proud of," Thomas said. .
He said that this was
his third time experiencing theft in the Full Sail
area.
The first time his Xbox
was stolen from his residence, and six months
later his bike was stolen.
The other .attacks on
Full Sail students were
similar to Thomas' and
resulted in the loss of several laptops.
Thomas said he doesn't think his school is
unsafe, but the fact that
students have to walk
around late at night with
computers on their backs
is a problem.
He suggests other students start getting rides
or finding safe means of
transportation.
"If Full Sail is going to
have students out at one
in the morning with computers, they should provide some sort of transportation or shuttle
service," Thomas said.
Full Sail's public relations office declined to
comment on the recent
robbery situations.
Thomas chose not to
fight back, but Roop said
everyone's
response
depends on the situation.
He said that the best
thing to do if you ate

being robbed is to just
give the attackers what
they want.
People have their own
sense of whether they are
able to defend themselves
and should just pay attention to what their gut
instinct tells them to do,
he said.
The main goal is to
avoid harm.
"If they're wanting the
keys to your car, throw
your keys one way and
run the next way and get
out of there as fast as you
can," Roop said. '½nd try
to call the police immediately when you're at safe a
distance from that person."
Roop said that property crimes in general are
the hardest crimes to
make arrests for because
people don't want to take
the time to prosecute or
because the victim doesn't remember enough
about the incident for a
suspect to be caught.
On the other hand,
Roop said that robbery
attacks are not common
on campus.
Often, many people
turn in items instead of
stealing them.
Some people report
items as stolen when they
may just be lost.
In the past two weeks,
Roop said two iPods, two
Blackberry phones and a
credit card have been
tuned in to him.
Danielle Alves, a UCF
senior and anthropology
major, said she feels like
her belongings are pretty
safe around the UCF and
Full Sail communities.
She said she has heard
of people getting their
property, such as laptops,
stolen, but she has not
experienced it first hand.
"I feel safe," Alves said.
"With personal items, I've
never had any problems
getting anything stolen or
any friends getting anything stolen here."
Biology major Jennifer
Lynn-Mccrory also said
she feels safe on campus
and finds the UCF Police
alerts, such as the one
about the Full Sail attacks,
useful.
"[Receiving alert messages] makes me feel like
if I follow the tips I can
prevent from any of that
happening to me," she
said.
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TIGER OUT OF REHAB, BACK
WORKING ON GOLF GAME
JACKSONVILLE- TigerWoods is
back on the practice tee and working to
get back on the course.
Woods has returned home after a
week of family counseling in Arizona
and is trying to get back into a routine
that includes fitness and his first
significant practice in 15 weeks, a
person with knowledge of his schedule
said Tuesday.
Woods returned to his home near
Orlando on Saturday and has been
hitting balls on the range at lsleworth,
not far from where he ran his SUV into a
fire hydrant and a tree in the middle of
the night on Nov. 27, setting off
shocking revelations of infidelity.
The person, who spoke on condition
of anonymity because only Woods is
authorized to release such information,
said golf's No. 1player still has not
decided when he will return to
competition.
Woods was photographed hitting
balls at lsleworth on Feb. 18, the day
before he ended nearly three months of
silence by speaking to a small group of
associates atthe TPC Sawgrass in a 13?minute statement that was televised
around the world. Those photos of
Woods were arranged to counter the
paparazzi trying to follow his every
move since Thanksgiving.
Woods has not practiced in earnest
since winning the Australian Masters in
Melbourne on Nov. 15 for his 82nd
victory worldwide.

,.,
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Senior gu~rd Drew Speraw pushes the ball up court Tuesday night against East Carolina. Speraw, son of UCF head coach Kirk Speraw, got the start against ECU. The Knights fell to the Pirates 68-66.

Knights' comeback attempt_
falls short in home fmale
CARLOS PINEDA
Staff Writer

WIN OVER MIAMI GIVES UNC
RECORD 2,000TH VICTORY
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - Marcus
Ginyard and Deon Thompson have seen
plenty of success at North Carolina,
from a national championship and two
Final Fours to consecutive Atlantic Coast
Conference tournament titles.
Now they have something new to
celebrate even in their frustrating final
season: the storied program's 2,000th
victory.
Thompson scored 14 points in his
final home game while Ginyard had the
first double-double of his five-year
career to help the Tar Heels hold off
Miami 69-62 on Tuesday night, making
them just the second team in NCAA
history to reach 2,000 wins.
Ginyard had 12 points and 12
rebounds as the Tar Heels (16-14, 5-10
Atlantic Coast Conference) won
consecutive games for the first time in
2010.
''This shows we can win games;'
Thompson said."It was pretty doubtful
there for a while that we could be as
good as we should have been. There's a
lot better feeling around here and we
have to build on it'.'
Earning the milestone victory
provided some sense of achievement
for the defending national champions,
who have struggled with injuries,
youthful mistakes and unfulfilled
expectations. They were just a handful
of wins behind Kentucky to start the
year, but the Wildcats reached 2,000 in
December while the Tar Heels soon slid
to the bottom ofthe ACC standings.
Second-ranked Kansas has 1,997
victories heading into Wednesday's
game against No. 5 Kansas State.
~ ASSOCIATED PRESS
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On an emotional senior
night, the UCF men's basketball tealll. dropped its
home finale against East
Carolina 68-66 at the UCF
Arena on Tuesday night.
A teary-eyed Drew
Speraw was honored
before the tip offand given
the start against the
Pirates.
UCF (13-16, 5-10 Conference USA) led by as many
as 14 points in the second
half - its largest lead -

but a 17-0 run by East Carolina (10-19, 4-11 C-USA)
sunk the Knights in a frustrating loss.
The Knights entered
Tuesday's contest with an
11-1 record in the all-time
series, but they couldn't
hold off the Pirate comeback. .
"To be in this many
close games and come out
with losses, it's really frustrating," said junior guard
Taylor Young, who scored
15 points. ''We got casual,
and we have a big problem .
right now of not focusing

BYTHE NUMBERS
4

17

The Knights have lost four
consecutive games and seven of
their past 10 overall.

ECU's Jamar Abrams scored 17 of his
20 in the second half. He was 6-oflO
from three.

10

19

The Knights bid farewell to lone
senior Drew Speraw who wears
No.10. He had three points and two
assists in 11 minutes, in his first
career start.

UCF junior guard Taylor Young has
averaged 19 points in the Knights'
last two contests . His solid play will
be afactor ifthe Knights want to
have adeep postseason run.

for 40 minutes."
'Trailing by seven points
late in the game, the
Knights were able to cut
the deficit to one point on
a pair of free throws from
freshman Keith Clanton
Down by five points,

sophomore guard Isaac
Sosa drained a desperation
3-pointer with six seconds
remaining in the game to
make the score 68-66.
The Knights still had
one last scoring opportunity when freshman guard

·

RJ. Scott stole the Pirates'
inbound pass with four
seconds left. Scott passed it.
the ball to sophomore
guard AJ. Rompza, who
drove to the basket and
dished it to Young. The c.
ball was tipped, and when
Young got to it, all he could
do was throw up a desperation shot, which fell off
the back of the rim.
The key to East Carolina's success came from the
floor, shooting 62.5 percent
in the second half and 7 of
12 from the 3-point line.
"I just remember them "
draining 3 after 3, and
when we needed to get a
big rebound we didn't get
it," Young said. ''We just

..
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Offense, bullpen lead UCF comebacU:
done that through confidence and poise, and those
are two characteristics that
Windy
conditions these guys are showing day
affected UCF's baseball in and day out."
game against Duquesne.
'Trailing 10-2 heading
with dropped fly balls and into the bottom half of the
a total of three errors.
second inning, the Knights
But despite being down plated both Stephen Bran10-2 early, the Knights (7-1) ca and Ronnie Richardson,
were still able to blow past courtesy of two walks, and
Duquesne (0-7) late to the Shane Brown lined a single
tune of yet another come- past the infield to drive in a
from-behind victory, this run to cut the lead to 10-3.
time 12-11 on Tuesday night Chris Duffy came up next
at Jay Bergman Field and sent a towering shot
despite being outhit 17 to over the right-field wall for
a three-run home run to
12.
"This team is fmding cut the lead to four.
ways to win, and at the end
Duffy and Brown each
of the day that's extremely finished the game 4 for 6.
important," head coach Brown drove in a run and
Terry Rooney said. ''We scored twice. Duffy had
have found different ways three doubles, one home
to win games, and we have run, four RBI and four runs.

RYAN BASS

1

~ports Editor

SEASON NOTES
HOME SWEET HOME
The Knights are 7-0 at Jay
Bergman Field this season and
have won eight straight games
in Orlando dating back to 2009.

(

RELIABLE ROGERS
Joe Rogers has been fantastic
this season for UCF,striking out
12 batters in six innings.

MONICA AGATSTEIN / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Chris Duffy smacked out a 3-run homerun, drove in four runs and went 4 for 6
in Tuesday's 12-11 comeback win over Duquesne at Jay Bergman Field.

"I'm just trying to do
what I can do to help the
team win," Duffy said ofhis
fourth home run of the season "I came through in
that situation, and I'm glad

I contnbuted."
The Knights would
eventually score two more
that inning on a basesPLEASE SEE

ROGERS ON A7

DUFFY DELIVERING
Chris Duffy is hitting .516 with
four HRs and 16 RBI through
eight games this season.
PATIENCE AT THE TOP
Ronnie Richardson has walked
13 times on the season in the
lead off spot, tops in C-USA.
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UCF nabs sixth place at home
KEVIN HALL
Contributing Writer

Women's golf
The UCI:, women's golf
team finished in a tie for
sixth out of 17 teams Tuesday at the UCF Challenge
at the RedTail Golf Club in
Sorrento, the team's only
home tournament of the
year.
Junior Katie Detlefsen
posted the best individual
score on the team with a 7over-par 223, which placed
her in a three-way tie for
10th. It was Detlefsen's
second top-10 finish of the
season.
It wasn't the victory that
the team was hoping for,
but it was the Knights' best
showing in the four-year-

old tournament. The
team's best finish before
this season was 12th place
in 2007.
Texas A&M grabbed
the team title at 29-overpar 893, two shots ahead of
Georgia State.
First year coach Courtney Trimble said she liked
what she saw but wished
the team would have gotten off to a better start. in
the tournament.
'We got ourselves into a
hole early and couldn't get
out," Trimble said in a
press release. "I saw plenty
of good things on the
course both yesterday and
today and there is clearly a
lot to look forward to this
It
was
a
season.
respectable showing in a

good field but we wanted
more than we got."
After a little spring
break vacation. the team
will return to action March
13 at the Tiger/Wave Golf
Classic in New Orleans.

Men's golf
The UCF men's golf
team wrapped up play
Tuesday at the John Hayt
Invitational at the Sawgrass Country Club in
Ponte Vedra Beach with an
11th-place showing in a
stacked field that had eight
of the top 35 teams in the
nation participating.
Host No. 27 North Florida won the 54-hole tournament at 12-over-par 876.
Joe Byun ofNorth Florida took home medalist

honors with ease at 4under-par 212, four strokes
ahead of the second place
finisher.
UCF's best individual
finisher was junior Nuno
Henriques, who posted a 7over-par 223, tying him for
15th out in the 84-player
field.
Freshman Reid Martin
also finished in the top 30
for UCF with a IO-over-par
226 to tie for 27th.
Sophomore
Brad
Schneider carded a 3-overpar 75 on the final 18 to tie
for 38th. Sophomore Connor Arendell tied for 42nd.
and senior Simon Ward
tied for 61st for the
Knights.
The Knights were in
fourth after 36 holes but

COURTESY UCFATHLETICS.COM

Freshman Carolin Pineggerwas third among the Knights with a 12-over-par i2a,
including a team-best 76 on Tuesday to tie for 26th at the UCF Challenge.

slid seven spots after a
final-round total of21-overpar 309.
The Knights will return

to action after Spring Break
and host the two-day Rio
Pinar Invitational in Orlando on March 15.

Speraw unhappy with performance
FROM

A6

had no team defense. It
just felt like they were getting what they wanted. We
couldn't get stops, we
couldn't get easy buckets
and they made shots."
The Knights were not
able to hit a field goal for
nearly nine minutes in the
second ha!£
Following a slow start,
UCF used a 14-3 run midway through the first half:

jumping out to a 13-point
lead, their largest of the
period.
Junior forward A.J.
Tyler shot nearly 72 percent from the field to lead
UCF with 16 points.
UCF head coach Kirk
Speraw was disappointed
that the team allowed the
hangover from Saturday's
game at Marshall, a 121-115
triple overtime loss, to
show in the second half of
the game.

"We were worried
about this one for two
days," Speraw said. "You
could feel it with our lack
of energy and lack of focus
and there was a casualness
about it. We warned them,
but we didn't heed the
warnings.
'We just couldn't pop it.
We had the lead at 11, 12
and 14, but we couldn't get
it to 17 or 18."
The loss marked the
first time that the Knights

lost in Orlando to the
Pirates, previously holding
a5-0 record
Entering the final home
game of the season. UCF
had won eight consecutive
home finales, last losing on
Feb. 24, 2001.
UCF finishes the regular season on Saturday
night at Rice.
The Knights won the
first meeting against the
Owls 77-58 earlier in the
season.

Rogers strikes ollt four in fmal two innings
FROM

..
..
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loaded walk and a Branca
single to center to cap off a
six-run inning that cut the
lead to 10-8. Duquesne
added yet another run in
the top of the third inning,
but Jonathan Griffin and
D.J. Hicks continued the
rally for the Knights with
an RBI each in the home
half of the third to trim the
lead to just one at 11-10.
UCF held Duquesne
scoreless in the fourth and
fifth innings and finally got
the big hit they needed. a
Chris Taladay two-run single in the fifth inning,
which would eventually
end up as the go-ahead run
to complete the comeback.
"To come back from
that deficit says a lot, there
is no question," Rooney
said "It says that [our players] have the confidence,
they have poise and we
have good players. We've
got very talented guys that
have the ability to drive the

ball out of the yard and
when you have guys that
can do that, we have a shot
no matter what."
Even with the comeback, the Knights had to
weather the storm early.
Brian Adkins started the
game for UCF and didn't
even last a full inning,
allowing five runs on four
hits and a walk in 2/3 of an
inning. His replacement,
Jordan Rasinski. didn't do
much better, allowing
another five runs on seven
hits over the following 2/3
of an inning to put the
Knights in the early hole. •
'We didn't pitch well,"
Rooney said ofthe first two
innings, which lasted nearly an hour and a hal£ ''You
can chalk it off to being just
one of those games, but
that's not good enough for
me. Those guys have been
there before.
"Jordan Rasinski. to be
honest! can't explainjt. He
needs to get better."
As for the rest of the

bullpen. they were able to
get back on track for the
final six frames. Alex
Besaw, who made his 2010
debut after sitting out the
start of the season with an
injury, came in in relief and
allowed one hit while striking out two through 2.2
innings. He was then followed by Bryan Brown.
who pitched three innings
of scoreless ball to get the
win while the offense continued to fight back.
Then it came time for
Rooney to call on the
surest thing UCF has in its
bullpen: Joe Rogers. The
freshman pitched two
scoreless innings for the
save, striking out four and
allowing just one hit.
Rogers has struck out 12
batters in six innings while
allowing just three hits on
the season.
"People think a closer is
just a one-inning guy, but
Joe can be a two-inning
guy without question,"
Rooney said ''To be honest

t
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with you, I wasn't sure if
we were going to score
again. Obviously, I have all
the confidence in the
world in Joe, and that's reason No. I (for bringing him
in). No. 2, I just didn't feel
good about where we were
offensively and I just didn't
have a lot of confidence
that we were going to score
again. so I had to put my
best bet out there in Joe
Rogers."
Even with the comeback, Rooney still feels the
game shouldn't have come
down to Rogers in the fmal
frame.

"I told the guys it's a
great comeback and there
is a lot to be said for that,
but we had opportunities
to score a lot more runs,"
Rooney said. "I don't think
it necessarily should have
come down to that ninth
inning with Joe Rogers in
the game. We have to learn
to capitalize on big innings
and do it and we haven't
done that yet."
·
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This year, a larger Harvest
St. Augustine's Harvest of Hope returns next weekend
SARA ROMERO
Staff Writer

The Harvest of Hope
music festival is only a week
away from returning to the
Sunshine State.
From March 12-14, the
three-day festival is back at
St. Augustine's St. Johns
County Fairgrounds with
every intention to live up to
last y~s lofty standards.
Headliners include AntiFlag, Broken Social Scene,
Portugal the Man, Billy
Bragg, Kid Sister and The
Mountain Goats, among
many others.
This gathering ofdiverse
music at the festival stems
from humble beginnings.
Harvest of Hope is a

foundation based out of
Gainesville that dedicates
its time to bringing awareness about migrant farm
workers. As well, it provides educational and medical aid to overworked and
underpaid workers.
The Future spoke-with
HOH foundation cofounder Ryan Murphy,
about how the festival got
started. what it aims to do
and where it wishes to go.
"The basics of it are that
I had been working at No
Idea Records in Gainesville
for the last ten years or so,
while also working on my
Masters degree in bilingual
education, which had me
involved in working with
migrant farm worker chil-

"'

dren," Murphy said "I really wanted to do something
to help raise money for the
foundation, and since I
work at a record label and
know a bunch of bands, it
seemed like a no-brainer to
put together some benefit
shows."
It's easy to see how the
festival began. The right
people at the right time
with hard work and the
right intentions have made
COURTESYHARVESTOF HOPE
Florida the home to an up- Kool Keith headlines the hip-hop portion of Harvest of Hope, which includes
and-coming musical affair rappers Charlie 2na of Jurassic 5 and Dead Prez.
that highlights consciousfor the foundation," Mur- the amazing people that
ness and impact.
"It seems like the more phy said "Even though it is come from all over the
we do this, the more we the craziest and most place to help support HOH,
learn and the more we stressful thing I've ever and I don't see m~lf stopknow how to make this a taken on in my life, it really
PLEASE SEE ANTI-FLAG ON A9
success in rr5ing money makes me happy to see all
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MIKE BALDUCCI & VIRGINIA KIDDY
Variety Editor & Staff Writer

With the. weather still bogging
down Florida with sporadic thunderstorms and surprisingly chilly
conditions, northern travel for
spring break seems to be no longer
an option.
How convenient that we live
where the rest of the world vacations.
Sticking at home isn't so bad,
after all Florida is home to more
than just Disney and Panama City.
We took a look at some cheap
and close destinations for your
scaled back spring break.

Oearwater/St. Petersburg
The beaches: Clearwater is

MCTCAMPUS

Miami Beach, a frequent home to MTV's spring break programming, is host to myriad sun-soaked activities for your vacation.

Wbatmakesitunique: Clearly, heart of Siesta Key Village, Gillithe history of St Augustine is the gan's Island Bar & Grill has loads of
city's most well-known trait
food and drink specials, themed.
St. Augustine is also home to nights, live music and DJs.
one of Florida's best up-and-comNearby, the popular Daiquiri
ing music festivals: Harvest of Deck Raw Bar has a large selection
Hope.
of seafood and. more obviously, a
What began last year with huge menu of affordable, frozen
appearances from Girl Talk, The drinks.
National, Against Me! and Less
What makes it unique:
Than Jake is continuing this year Whether you're into marine life,
with The Mountain Goats, Broken arts or soaking up the sun, Sarasota
St Augustine
The beaches: Obviously, the Social Scene, Anti-Flag and Billy has something to check out
beaches aren't the main attraction Bragg. The festival is a benefit for a
It has the bars and nightlife but
in St. Augustine. But for the record. unique cause, as well: migrant · for a more cultural experience,
the city's beaches are surprisingly farmworkers.
spend a day at the Ringling Museum ofArt along Sarasota Bay.
nice for northeast Florida. It seems
in the rush to Cocoa and Jack- Sarasota
Or check out Mote Marine Lab
The beaches: Once your feet and Aquarium's sharks, manatees,
sonville, the beaches of St Augustine have remained calm and quiet touch the powdered sugar-white sea turtles, dolphins and more than
The downtown scene: Histo- sand on Siesta Key Beach, you'll 100 other species, plus check out
ry is the key word in downtown St. know the trip was worth it
the work they do at the sea turtle,
You can wade out into the water dolphin and whale hospitals.
Augustine. St. George Street,
marked by its trademark coquina for a while before it gets deep,
stone pillars, is a gateway to ancient snorkel on the sandbars, walk along Miami
artifacts. The Colonial Spanish the shore at sunset, get some food
The beaches: There's nothing
Qµarter, Cordova Street and Castil- at the snack bar or play some games like South Beach. Sure, it's not the
la de San Marcos are must-see for of volleyball on the sand courts.
"'Ihle Miami" as CSI and Rick Ross
even the casual history buff:
'Ibe downtown scene: At the portray it, but South Beach is the
mecca for great food. beautiful people and a dash of culture not to be
found anywhere else in the country.
The downtown scene: Downtown Miami, specifically South
Beach, is not as crazy as the stories
may lead you to believe.
It's a bit worn down and it's
extremely expensive.
Check out Dolphin Mall, a great
outdoor shopping plaza that lines
....
the beach.
What makes it unique: What
doesn't make Miami unique?
The weekend of spring break,
Miami is hosting the World Golf
Championship at Doral.
It's home to Dwyane Wade and
the Heat, it's got great Cuban culture (and some classy cigar shops)
and it's where you'll find some of
MCT CAMPUS
Beachgoers, above left, enjoy wading in a sand bar along Siesta Key Beach in Sarasota.Siesta Beach is on the list oflop 10 Beaches produced annually by
the most obscure - and expensive
coastal expert Stephen P. Leatherman. Above right, Philadelphia Phillies, arrive to Spring Training workouts at Bright House Field in Clearwater.
- fashions in the country.

regularly rated as one ofthe whitest
beaches in America, and Fort Des- .
oto in southern Pinellas County
was rated by Di: Beach as the best
overall beach in the country. Desoto is a perfect mix of backwoods
camping and tropical paradise, and
it's on the site of a Civil War fortification, if the history nerd inside of
you is interested
The downtown scene: Downtown St. Pete might not look like
much from the outside, but it's full
of unique dive bars and concert
venues that give life to the otherwise sleepy town. Directly across
the street from Tropicana Field.
Ferg's Sports Bar serves as a great
post-baseball game drinking hole.
Bishop Tavern is a regular hangout
spot for celebs and out-of-town athletes, and it's become known as one
of the best bars for drink specials
downtown.
The State Theatre and Jannus
Landing are well-known venues in
the music world. and despite their
small, roomy sizes, they still pull in
top names in rock and hip-hop.

Whatmakesitunique:The

Gulf Coast is known most for its
great bars and restaurants that line
the water and truly give Pinellas
County its "beach bum" attitude.
Salt Rock Grill on Indian Rocks
Beach is just one of many along the
coast that fishermen's boats pull
right up to after a long day and
dump off their fresh hauls.
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Hurt Locker, Jeff Bridges top 2010 Oscar picks
Get yout big-name
designer suit or half-million dollar gown ready,
because it's time for the
Oscars.
Sundays 82nd Academy Awards, hosted by Alec
Baldwin and Steve Martin,
is changing up the usual
format in the best picture
category, doubling the
am.ountofnominations
from 2009 to 10 categories.
'Ibis was in response to
the public outcry ofpopular films (The Dark Knight,
Wall-E, The Wrestler)
being snubbed last year.
Because the Oscars
don't have a lifetime
achievement award, the
best actor, actress, or
director award sometimes
fills the gap. 'Ibis year, I
think we will see that
again.
'Ibis year's nominees all
deserve their respective

•
•

•

Best Performance by
an Actor in a Leading
Role: JeffBridges, Crazy
Heart- Bridges has been
making films - good films
- for a long time. Crazy
Heart would have been
overlooked if not for
Bridges' performance.

MATT REINSTETLE
Columnist

recognition, except for

Best Performance by

a n ~ in a Leading

Transformers: Revenge of
the Fallen, because that
movie is awful
Here are my picks for
some of the big categories:

Best Motion Picture
ofthe Year: The Hurt
Locker- 'Ibis is one of
the most realistic war films
I've ever seen. The film is
not about politics or ideals;
it's about what our soldiers
are going through in a war
fought with bomb squads
and suicide bombers.

Role: Meryl Streep, Julie
& Julia- Critics said it
was her half ofJulie & Julia
that made it worth watching the other hal£ I like
Streep, but it would not
surprise me ifSandra Bullock won.

Best Performance by
an Actor in a Supporting
Role: Christoph Waltz,
Inglourious BasterdsWaltz is a lock. During the
film, Waltz was charming
and charismatic, but at the

Anti-Flag joins the cause
FROM

AB

ping helping this festival
grow anytime soon.''
Government-opposing
rockers Anti-Flag are
scheduled to play the main
stage at the fairgrounds on
March 13.
Justin Sane, frontman of
Anti-Flag, took up Harvest
of Hope with a message in
mind
'We're not nationalities,
we're humans and we need
to treat each other accordingly," Sane said 'We bring
this message to every show
and we try to set that tone."
For Sane, the meaning
behind HOH really attracted him and he was more
than pleased when he was
called to be a part of the
festival
Harvest ofHope will be
the culmination of a twoyear tour for Sane as well

drop of a hat, he could turn
into such a "basterd"

Best Performance by
an Actress in a Supporting Role: Mo'Nique, Predous: Based on the
Novel Push by Sapphire
- Critics said she was
great throughout the film,
but she takes her performance to the next level in
the last five minutes.
Best Achievement in
Directing: Kathryn
Bigelow, The Hurt Locker- 'Ibis is the most
wide-open category.
Bigelow took a group of
no-name actors and made
them look, sound and act
like a real bomb squad
James Cameron could take
home his second best
director award for Avatar,
however, and fan favorite
Qµentin Tarantino also has
a legitimate chance of
claiming the statue.

Best Writing, Screenplay Written Directly fur
the Screen: Inglourious
Basterds- Leave it to a
Tarantino film to have
great dialogue and a well

laid-out story.

Best Writing, Screenplay Based on Material
Previously Produced or

Published: Up in the Air
- Director Jason Reitman
and writer Sheldon Turner
have already claimed a
Golden Globe and a
Critic's Choice
Award for this
screenplay.
It's a good
sign they
are going
to win
Sunday.

Best
Animated

Feature
Fllmof
the Year:

UpNeverbet
against a
Pixar film.

Best
Achievement

inVJSUal
Effects: AvatarThere is no debate:
The quality of Avatar's
visual effects is second
to none.

COURTESY HARVEST OF HOPE

TIiiy and the Wall were one of many lesser-known independent bands to
perform at the inaugural Harvest of Hope in 2009.

as the other membeis of
Anti-Flag.
However,
front;man
Justin Sane has somewhat
more personal intentions
and he divulged his plans
of stepping up his solo
project.
"I am a U.S and an Irish

citiz.en," Sane said ''Ireland
has a lot ofinfluence on me
and I've been thinking
about dabbling into some
Irish music."
One-day tickets for
Harvest of Hope are $35
and three-day passes are
$60.
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NIDs inefficient
for elections
W

bile reviewing the
article on Network
Identification
Numbers being required
with signatures a certain old
saying came up, "If it isn't
broke, then don't fix it''
Well, what if something is
clearly broken? It would
make sense to fix it. The rule
requiring students to write
their NID number when
endorsing a possible student
government candidate is not
working and needs to be
changed
UCF is making the lives of
students tedious witli their
requirement of a set of numbers that many students just
don't memorize or keep
readily available.
The number is used
almost nowhere on campus
and is not printed on your
UCF ID. So the student hoping to reach their quota for
the SGA elections is spending hours gathering extra signatures only to find students

have given him or her fake
numbers.
In the recent presidential
election one candidate was
still collecting signatures on
the last day because of this
issue.
What is so troublesome
about this drab issue is that
there is an easy solution make students write their
Pills instead of their NIDs.
With UCF's push to provide almost everything
online, students are more
likely to have their PID numbers memorized since it is
required to login to
my.UCF.edu. Most students
already write their Pills on
the fonns for the SGA hopefuls, too.
However, the rule states
that the student provide a
valid NID for each signature,
SGA would not count the
Pills, even if they were correct.
It is understandable why
the NID was used in the past,

the NID was once what the
PID is now; it used to be the
main identification number
for students on campus.
Since this is no longer the
case, the problem needs to
stop being talked about and
instead be solved.
The SGA Senate has a few
proposed plans to eliminate
the issue. All three options
eliminating the NID requirement would work.
The safest option, requir- _
ing students to write the last
four digits of their PID and
their birthday, seems to be
the easiest to implement Students know their PID, their
birth date and would not
have to try to fumble through
their backpack or purse
searching for their UCF ID.
The important thing now
is that the SGA Senate fix
what is clearly broken. In
doing so they will make it
easier for candidates to run
for office and hopefully
increase competition.

·Crunpus no place
for firearms
'

I

I
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his week the U.S.
Supreme Court heard
arguments for a case
on gun control.
The city of Chicago's
handgun ban is being
reviewed so the court can
decide if it violates the Second Amendment rights of
Americans. The case is
receiving a lot of attention
because experts think it will
set the tone for future disagreements on gun control.
Currently, the laws in
Florida make bringing a
firearm on a college campus
a third-degree felony.
We hope that even if the
state law changes as a result
of the Supreme Court decision in this case, that UCF
upholds a ban on students
bringing firearms on campus.
Schools are not the place
for guns. Academic institutions are meant to educate
and influence students.
They provide an arena for

healthy debates on social
call in this week to offer their
opinions. Many callers referand political issues. The
presence of guns on campus
enced the shootings at Virginia Tech saying there
could deter students from
would have been less vicexpressing their opinions.
Several thousand stutims if students were
dents gather at UCF for
allowed to carry guns on
classes, making it an easy
campus.
target for violence. Sporting
We do not think it is safe
to assume anyone will act a
events and concerts that
draw large crowds don't
certain way during an unexallow guests to carry guns
pected and horrific event.
People can act quickly
for the same reason.
We don't agree with the
and irrationally while under
argument that students
extreme stress. If students
would be safer if they were
were carrying weapons durcarrying weapons, either.
ing an attack on campus and
UCF Police already work
did not react calmly, they
hard to ensure the safety of
could easily make a bad situstudents on campus.
ation worse.
Putting more guns on
Despite the Supreme
campus would likely
Court's ruling this week, we
support the ban on firearms
increase the amount of
crime. If this happens UCF
on university property.
will have to spend more
Carrying a gun is viewed
money staffing the campus
as a right but attending colwith extra police.
lege is a privilege. A priviBecause gun control is a
lege that is worth the sacripopular topic, National Pubfice of leaving your gun at
lic Radio allowed guests to
. home during classes.

We need parking lot
rules of engagement
spot. Did she really
The university needs
to publish rules about
expect me to back up with other cars behind
how to obtain and claim
a parking spot before
me - to give her the
spot? It was mine; it
someone dies.
clearly belonged to my
So far this semester
I've been in two altercacar. I didn't have to make
people move in order to
tions. One where I just
claim it. I was able to pull
pointed my finger at the
girl in the other car,
right in.
wide-eyed, while
OK maybe if I had
LACY PAPADEAS
backed up one inch she
mouthing the word
Guest Columnist
"No!" and pulling into
could have backed in.
Maybe, but in my rule
my parking place. Maybe
we had seen it at the same time, but book if you have to turn your head
I was closer.
more than 90 degrees to look at the
The other because I parked
dead center of the parking space, it
again in a space that clearly had my
no longer could be claimed by you.
name on it, but the girl sat behind
Maybe that's not correct. There are
my car, rolled her window down
no official rules on the matter.
and waited for me to get out. I hesi- What else can I do but make up my
tated, but got my things together
own?
and got out of my car, as I tried to
I honestly think the rules I've
avoid displaying any behaviors sim- made up make a whole lot of sense,
ilar to that of a feral cat. I got out
anyway. I've given them an abnorand explained to her why I'm not
mal amount of thought I'm a ''probreally the not-so-lady-like name she lem solver," so it's all I think about
called me. The spot was clearly
when I'm driving around for 45
minutes looking for a place,
mine and not hers. I think she
understood my point because the
because I missed that beautiful, elulast time she called me a mean
sive, five-minute window when the
name, she said it with slightly less
heavens open and students stream
into the parking garages.
conviction.
There is always the whole aspect
I walked away knowing the
of following people who are walkchances were pretty good that I
ing through the garages, trying to
would have a nice long indentation
from the tip of a key down the side
analyze whether they are coming or
of my car. I didn't care because I
going. So you ask them. Maybe you
even offer to drive them to their car,
actually found a parking spot something for which I would trade
which is q~te a common practice.
What's going to happen when serial
an entire car door.
Most people know the unwritkillers realize this is common practice? We're all up on the ''help me
ten rules. Did she honestly not
know that you can't sit in the midfind my puppy'' line, but our pardle of the road and make every sinents apparently didn't think to tell
gle person go around you -w hile
us not to get into someone's car
you're looking for someone to folwho asks. 'Wanna get in my car?" It
low to their car?
seems too obvious to be deviant
When someone finally came, the
I've always been completely
soon to be open spot was just
obsessed with parking, so our onbehind this unfriendly young
campus parking desperation magniwoman. She would have had to
fies that. I'm always. looking for the
pull back in order to obtain the
perfect spot.

WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

Shocking images are the
point of demonstration

foster child, or even a mother who without

this help would have no other choice but to
get an abortion.
- LIBERTARIAN

For proof that these abortion images do
change viewers' minds about the unborn,
visit AbortionNo.org and click on Changed
Minds / Abortion Regrets Testimonies.

•
•

As a female who has had an abortion, I
do not regret it at all, so any woman viewing this should realize that the pro-life
- MICHAELA.SCHRIMSHER stance of "every woman who has an aborCBR FLORIDA DIRECTOR tion regrets it" is a lie. I was in an abusive
relationship with a guy who controlled and
·~ soon as pro-abortionists can answer manipulated me.
I found out I was pregnant and burst
that question without making an arbitrary
distinction based on age, the pro-life move- into tears. He was not supportive at all and
called me a dumb c**t, among other things.
ment will go away:'
I support myself with no help from my famAs soon as the anti-choice side can
ily and at the time I lived in a dorm and didanswer this question without bring their
n't even have a car. I got an abortion and cut
own religious ideals into it the pro -choice
ties with the abusive man. I am happy with
movement will go away.
As soon as both sides can take all of the my decision.
These are just some pro-life girls who
emotional irrationality of of this argument
can we make peace. As a person who does have had it easy their whole life and have
not support abortion but does not feel like enough time (and money from Mommy
the government should tell a woman to do and Daddy) to spend on a "cause" that
doesn't actually benefit or help anyone.
with her body I am stuck in a hard place.
The images were not in good taste and I People who volunteer and organize real
charity events are the ones who help.
believed swayed many more people to
Not a bunch of girls with too much time
believe the opposite. But what disgusts me
on their hands who like the idea of shockeven more is that these people used 6,500
which instead of going to propaganda could ing people.
really help a baby that's already orphaned, a
-ANONYMOUS
}?
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'What are your plans
for spring break?'
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CHAD ENDRES

CHRIS HANLEY

SAMARAH GREEN-TROUPE

Computer science,junior

Political science, sophomore

Political science & history, senior

"I am going to Clearwater
beach for a few days, and then
to MegaCon!"

"Iam going on a medical mission trip to Peru with ISO."

"My mom just had a kidney
transplant, so Iam going
home to Miami to spend time
with her."

.
•,

•
KELSEY HERRETT

ADRIAN LORENZO

GABRIELLE SWABY

Ad/PR & hospitality, sophomore

Business ad min, sophomore

French & env. studies, sophomore

"Soaking up the sun on the
beaches of Miami with my
best friend Romina."

"Iam going to the Ultra Music
Festival,in Miami."

"I'mstaying at UCF. Ihave to
do a book1eport."

•
•
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online 24 hrs/day:
wwwKnightNewspapers.com/classijieds

By phone: 407-447-4555
By fux: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

Online, phone, fux,
in person:
10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

VISA, MC, AMEx,
Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

PAYMENT METHODS
100
125
150
175
200
22S
250
275
300

Rate
Help Wanted: General
C
Help Wanted: Part-lime C
Help Wanted: Full-T1me C
Business Opportunities B
For Rent Homes
B
For Rent Apartments
B
Roommates
A
A
Sublease
For Sale: Homes
B

325
350
375
400
500
600
700
800
900

Rate
For Sale: Automotive B
For Sale: General
A
For Sale: Pets
A
Services
B
Announcements
A
Traver
B
Worship
B
Miscellaneous
B
Wanted
B
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Xbox 360 ~ Waned
Praroe Xbox360on ~~
~ v.tiemaxrg~own

tn.rscmgan,gvak.ail

rrakelrg e,q:ieriercel Gob
www.~cxmMxlxb!WYl

Tuklrwa,IEd for hg1 sd-ool toys
ASAP. i1leresed il ergileerrg &
ma!l1. Pay based on e,q:ierierce.
Please cal Dome 407-492-8147

P/f Dog;l)' Daµ-e asrodae
posistions avail. Must Love Dogs.
VetA<emel Exp. aJiis!
L.ocaocns in 01am cm Sri:lrd

l3cV1eroers needed No
e,q:ierierce necessay. Wi trail.
Ecrn~OOpa-tou:
Con1a::t us at 407-792-0058

Line and ~ cooks,
seMllS,

needed at Pdotia

Pofish Restara-t~at
750 South US 1-GWY 17,92
l..orw,ood, A 32750

Last room aval for elem\ quet
ind resp. senl!:>r or graduate
student In inmacuale~ home
neer UCF. $400\no. + 1/3 uti.
No pels please. Aval asap.
Call 407-71J9.6Ql8.

fex tvs. lrTlnedcm operrgs.

UCFtNE ORLANOO

available,$8.50t,r
Visit cilyorovledo.net to apply

Ollorial Pante lLD<uy ~
1 & 2 Broooms Free W/D, pool,
filness renlEr, patios.
2300 8xri Cr. 407-6'79-00>1

AIRLINES ARE H!Rlr-..G-Trcti br
hg1 payi'igAvialion Manerare
Caeer. FAAiwoved J'.XO'T<l'T1.
Fram ad ff QJ811ied-Hrusi'g
avaiaje_ CAl.l..Avialion lnsti1ue
o f ~ (888~.
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© Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.
Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

I

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD

Cal407~1&3296

Season Over 25 spols

$}3 '

I

ACROSS
1 Ricochet
6 1040EZ issuer
9Bumpoff
14 Single-handed
15_deplume
16 Controversially,
Jane Fonda
vistted tt in 1972
17 Check, as a bill
18 °Place to keep
supplies
20 "Target at the
start of a point, in

The City of Oviedo is tfrqJ

l.ifeguards for the SI.Imler

$19

suldolku

-

r

I

-

1-bst flmly has 3 roans avail. br
female sWln1s criy. 2 soy
rare 1.5 rri 1o UCF $475 ulil, wifi
& 'ND nd. Cal F€ly 407- 739-0183

\W pem-g a!laltns needed.
~3.tr. PT days cm EM:llirgs,

..

7

--- --·

I

e-mail princejwZ3@aol.com

erral res.me 1D
.ki)s@~.net

~

I

I

from UCF cat,pllsonAlafaya
Tri. Call954-au'·e0'11 or

-www.cbg:layaftelrooner

Rate C

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday

I
I

BEAUTIRJL Flm 1/1 Apt
avail to rent to a M student
$61 Omo. First month free.
Rental is all inclusive. Cowrs
al snervtles 1 minu1e fNm/

RateB
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BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 adaypdEnia.No
Expererre Necessay. Trcng
Prow:led./,g;18+0<
407442-2656 ex. 107

Rate A

First issue:
Each addl issue:

Wnter Sprgs-1..g 212,New Kit,-

l3alhs.AR:ila'USS,fbomJ.AIJ..
NEW!!$550 516009-0245

tennis

312~ FtJy Furished. 1 mle
from LCF ~ tii nd.
Frepla:;e IWh lake,;ew,
Cal 954-3044333

22 Nickelodeon
explorer
23 S1art of a basic
piano lesson
scale
24 Head, slangily
27 Asia's_ Darya

river
30 "Patient record
33 Ore-Ida morsel
35Go/den_
36 Exchan~e
37 Hide-hair
connector
39 Old way to get a
number
40 "I don1 want to
be remembered
for my tennis

SHORTSAI.E

APPROVED,QIJCK CLOS!r-..G!!
HURRY DEADLINE br FIRST
TIME BUYERS getli"g dooe ~ il

,.

$8.<XX>TAX CREDIT Youll love

1hs BEAUTIFUL 312.5
TOWNHOUSE il GATED
COMMUNITY w,P()()L, PAID &

=rnplishments"
speaker
41 At 41, Kipling
,was the
youngest one
ever in his field
43 ·Jump around on
the sofa?
47 Society-page
word
48 Kai _ : pet food
49 Actress Longoria
50 New Mexico an
colony
52 "Flying need
57 'The answers to
the starred clues
Oncluding this
one) form a
continuous oneits connections
are created by
the end of one
answer and the
start of the next
60 Order-restoring
tool
61 Sao _ , Brazil
62 Homer's
bartender

GARAGE! MilJes il LCF &
WATERFORD MALL I\J,a\e In
Rea:ly!l Neulral Cobrs, Baber
Ru;JS, Api:ja"ces lrdrled. YOU
DONTWANTTO MISS!! Cal
R!mr, Gemy Laa::uente@ 4076164712

•

..

"

ll ~

•

. FREE NEWS
-

ONYOUR CELL PHONE

.

By Dan Naddor

63Twin Cities
suburb
64Whensome
nightly news
shows begin
65 Next yr.'s alums
66 Prepared

DOWN
1 Traffic causes?
2 Sheltered, at
sea
3 Pride warning
4 Like Netflix flicks
5 So-so
6 Available and
fresh
7 Coll. drillers
8 Kiss
9" the beef?"
10 Stag
11 "istl,at ?"
12 Loving murmur
13 Kipling's young
spy
19 Designer
Gemreich
21 Demo ending?
24 Result of an
unsuccessful
football play,

rn~~:

25
threat
26 One way to learn
27Go after
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Last issue solved

28 Actress Masoh
29Jazzfan?
31 Stiff collars
32 Shadow
34 Paradise
38 Stand-up acts
39 Windshieldclearing aid
42 _ muflin
44 Many an ex-lib
45 Cole Porter's
'Well, Did
You_?"

46 St. Louis NFLers.
previously
51 Black card
52 Roof shingles
unit:Abbr.
53 Christian name?
54 Sports shoe
brand
55 iPhone command
56 More than amuse
57 FDR program
58 Cereal grain
59 Dirt road featt;re

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

lm!J

SERVICES

FROM THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•
• $1MP1.E DIY Pool Kit Assembly
• SAVE MONEY on All Pool Supplies
& Accessories. Ships Fast

From:44636

•

f.

Do you want to get
news and updates
from the Central
Florida Future?
Reply A to set alert.

•
•

*ESTATE SALE* 688
Bi:rrlJoo Pam Wey 0/ieoo,
32765 Pam Valley Coorn entie
tnJse wa5httyAv.tisMt.mmis:.35 3.6 317 ?an -4pn

1C:,, 100·2SO·SS02
DONAlE YOUR VEHICLE
RECENE$1<XXl GROCERY

COUPON UNrTED BREAST
CANCER FOlJ'.JDATlON Free
MarmJgans, Breast Qn:::er Ink>

www.lix:f.iio FREE Towi'g, Tax
Cleci.clttl, Non-RLmelS
~ (888)468-5964.

SUMMER JOB
Summer Jobs
82400• Co-Ed Camp • Bght Weeki

•

Room and Board Included Get Paid to
ay! The Rorida fies Youth camp (FEYC)

needs male and remale Summer camp

•

Cllamselors ages 18 and up. FEYC Is an
overnight camp located off or
Highway 450 In Umatila, R..

How Do IText UCFNEWS to 44636?

The camp runs Imm June 14ttt-August 7th

Please contact Krys Ragland at
800-523-1873 ext 251 or
352-455-4287.

(entral !floriba !future
•

Located Near Campus
407·679-2700
www.studentwork.com

Receive FREE, real-time news and alerts on your cell phone from the Central
Florida Future.Just text a keyword, like UCFNEWS, to 44636. For a list of
other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in
the know while on the 'go!
*Carrier text messaging rates apply

lr41nFO.

For Real
Pain Therapy...

Thera-Gesic®Pain Cream
It Really Works... Compare and SAVE.

I

AOO

Mar. 4, 2010 • (euttaf :31oriba ,uture

www.Centra/FloridaFuture.com

•

0
FULL SAIL
UNIVERSITY.

University for

..

CreativeMinds~

:

(

' I

.
•
•
•

lr"

Campus Degrees

Bac:helor'•
Computer Animation
Digital Arts & Design
Entertainment Business
Film
Game Art
Game Development
Music Business
Recording Arts
Show Production
Web Design&

Development

C)._ Online Degrees
Master'•
Entertainment Business
Game Design

Associate"•
Graphic Design

Bachelor'•
Computer Animation
Entertainment Business
GameArt
Game Design
Graphic Design
Internet Marketing
Music Business
Web Design
& Development

........

Education Media Design

&Technology
Entertainment Business
Entertainment Businea:

·•

with • Sports ManagamMt
Et«tiwTnd

Internet Marbling
Mecfia Design

fullsall.edu/CreativeMinds·

·------.,.sa,·-~-----~-·...,,'1•k14-k

407.879.8333 • 3300 Unlwraity Bout.vard • Wimer Part,. FL 37792

•

I

